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DR. ALFRED BADE ADER ESTABLISHED I961 

May 29, 1998 

Professor Mollie Faries 
Department of Art History 
Indiana University 

Fine Arts Building 132 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3501 

Dear Professor Faries: 

How time flies! 

In looking at my last letter to you, I note that it is over two years ago that you examined my 

sketch related to RRP-A9 so very carefully. 

I must tell you that the longer I live with the painting, the better I like it. It has such enormous 

vigor and there are so many pentimenti and differences from Rembrandt's work in Basel. 

Have you ever had a chance to examine the Basel painting, and do you have any plans to publish 

your work on my sketch? 

I am asking specifically because a good friend, Professor Pelletier has asked me to consider 

loaning this painting to the University of Georgia Museum of Art and, of course, it would be 

so good to be able to include your comments. 

I much look forward to hearing from you and remain, with best personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

| 
4 a | 

AB/nik 

Cc Professor S. William Pelletier 

By Appointment Only 

NSWCHS COMING SAUD CVPR! 

924 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN USA 53202 

TEL 474 2797-0730 BAX 414 277-0709 
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David with the Head of Goliath before Saul 

Oil on wood 

30.3 x 38.1. cm 

Collection of Dr. Alfred Bader, Milwaukee 

Figure 1 

Rembrandt van Rijn 
David with the Head of Goliath before Saul, 1627 
Oil on oak panel 
27.5 x 39.5cm 

(Inv. Nr. G 1958.37) 
Offentliche Kunstsammlung Basel, Kunstmuseum 
Legs Max Geldner, 1958 
Photo: Offentliche Kunstsammlung Basel, Martin Bahler 

ADDENDUM 

The analysis by the Rembrandt Research Project of A Man Writing by Candlelight was part of a lengthy program, begun in 1968, 

of creating a new catalogue of paintings by Rembrandt. Because of the very large number of paintings that had been attributed 

to the artist and despite the overwhelming amount of literature on this oeuvre, members of the Project believed closer attention 

to various kinds of evidence would provide a more precise and scientific approach to studying these works. Thus, the three sub- 
sequent volumes of A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings include numerous reproductions and descriptions of X-ray studies and, toa 
lesser extent, other processes, including ultraviolet radiation and infrared photography. In their texts, the authors analyze in 
detail the scientific studies and how they relate to physical and stylistic features of the paintings. They also describe the subjects 
and publish their visual observations on the supports, grounds, paint layers, signatures, and varnishes of the pictures. Finally, 
they provide information on related documents and sources, on prints after the paintings, on copies, and on provenances. 
Presently, additional volumes of the corpus are in preparation. . 

PATRICIA PHAGAN 

Curator of Prints and Drawings 

This brochure was produced in conjunction with the exhibition “By or After Rembrandt: Two Paintings from the Bader Collection,” which 
comprised “A Man Writing by Candlelight” and the oil sketch, “David with the Head of Goliath before Saul.” 

GEORGIA MUSEUM OF ART - PERFORMING AND Visual Arts CoMPLEX - 706.542.GMOA 
This exhibition and brochure are sponsored in part by Director's Circle member C.L. Morehead, Jr. Partial support for the exhi- 
bitions and programs for the Georgia Museum of Art is provided by the Georgia Council for the Arts through appropriations of 
the Georgia General Assembly. Individuals, foundations, and corporations provide additional Support through their gifts to the 
University of Georgia Foundation. The Georgia Museum of Art's hours are 10.a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday; 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Wednesday; and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday. 
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A Man Writing by Candlelight 
Oil on copper 
13.9 x 13.9 cm. 

Collection of Dr. Alfred Bader, Milwaukee 
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FROM REMBRANDT AND His StTupDIOo: 
Two Paintings from the Bader Collection 

WILLIAM PELLETIER 

A MAN WRITING BY CANDLELIGHT 

1 Man Writing by Candlelight' (13.9 x 13.9 cm, illustrated on 

the cover) is a small, unsigned, and undated oil on copper 
attached to a wooden strainer, showing an old man sitting in 

1 room behind a table. He is writing in a book with a quill 
pen by the light of a candle, or perhaps an oil lamp, partially 

hidden behind a large, open folio standing on end in the 
right foreground. He wears a dark cap with a narrow band 

and over his ¢ over his gray hair at is a dark gray cloak of 

thick material, To the right, behind the folio, is a globe 

behind and to the left of the globe, a sheet of paper bearing 

an illegible text is nailed to the wall, with a bottle hanging 
above it 

I first viewed this painting during a visit to the home of 

Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Bader in September 1985; I saw it again 
when I visited them in August 1993. My impression then was 

that the painting was probably a very early work by 
Rembrandt I saw the nting again recently after a skillful 

cleaning by Charles Munch and Jane Furchgott. It now literally 

glows with an inner radiance and luminosity. It is a work of 

extraordinary beauty, a veritable gem. Its chiaroscuro, the 

vivid contrasts between light and dark, is particularly impres- 

sive. Such handling of light and shadow was a common fea- 

ture of Rembrandt's paintings in Leiden, where he worked 

until his move to Amsterdam in 1631 or 1632 

This painting has been a subject of debate among 

Rembrandt scholars for many years. Late in the eighteenth 

century, it belonged to the Parisian dealer and collector Jean- 

Baptiste Pierre Le Brun, who had acquired a wonderful collec- 

tion of paintings during the French Revolution. He was proud 

of his collection and had engravings made of his best paint- 

ings. Done in 1790, the engraving of this painting is inscribed 
4s after a work on copper of the same dimensions by 
Rembrandt. At that time, the painting extended an additional 

1,8 cm at the top. The copper panel was trimmed slightly 

sometime after 1822. It is noteworthy that the engraving does 

not show the monogram GDF [Gerard Dou fecit], which 

appe ed between the second and third lines of the sheet of 

paper on the wall sometime after 1790. The monogram was 

found to be on top of the varnish layer, for it was quickly 

removed by Professor Josef Hajsinek of Vienna in 1958 with 
petroleum ether, a very mild solvent, while the varnish layer 
remained untouched.’ Gerard Dou was Rembrandt's first stu- 

dent in Leiden in the late 1620s, In the early nineteenth cen- 

tury, Dou’s works were very popular and brought higher 
prices than Rembrandt's. Apparently, someone wanted to cap- 

italize on this situation and added the monogram, GDF, to 

make the work more valuable, In 1898, Bredius’ recognized 

that the monogram was spurious. Surprisingly, Gerson (1935) 

and Van Gelder (1953)" accepted the monogram as genuine 
id considered the painting to be a copy by Dou after 

embrandt 

Of the Rembrandt scholars who have examined this paint- 

ing, Bode (1897), Bredius (1898), ° Frimmel (1904),’ Hofstede 

de Groot (1916),"° Benesch (1935),"' and Rosenberg (1948) 

accepted the picture as autograph. Recently, the members of 

the Rembrandt Research Project'’ pointed to the similarity 

between the paint handling in this work (no. C18) and The 
Flight into Egypt (no, C5), dated 1627, in the Musée des Beaux- 
Arts in Tours that has been enthusiastically endorsed by most 

scholars as a work by Rembrandt. However, the Rembrandt 

search Project concludes: 
The great affinity there is between these two paintings, and 
their shared differences in quality and execution from the early 
work Rembrandt make it likely that we are dealing here 
with someone from Rembrandt's immediate circle who has a 
style and temperament of his own.... Its pedigree and attribu- 
tion to Rembrandt can be traced with certainty back to 1773. 
and perhaps to 1739 or even 1727. In design and interpreta- 
tion of its subje ames close to some works by Rembrandt 
that can be dated in 1629 or 1629/30, though an unmistak- 
able difference in quality leads one to conclude that it cannot 
be attributed to him, Together with the Tours Flight into 
Egypt (no. CS) and the Tokyo Nocturnal Scene (no. C10), 
both of which show a strong resemblance to it in manner of 
painting, lighting and depiction of form, it is probably by an 
artist from Rembrandt's immediate circle assibly Gerard 
Dou-working around 1630, 

Dou entered Rembrandt's studio on February 14, 1628. It is 

important to note that Dou’s early oeuvre is substantially dif- 
ferent from Rembrandt's. Dr. Volker Manuth of Queen's 

University affirms this painting is not by Dou; he writes, “At 

any rate, Dou cannot be considered the author. His early 

works differ significantly in the rendering of individual 

details, the more evenly distributed lighting, and the choice 
of colours," David McTavish has concluded, “Trained initially 

a5 an engraver, [Dou’s] painting retains a linear and desctip- 
tive quality which is alien to the dramatic and painterly 

approach of the present painting (and the Tours Flight into 
Egypt). While it may be wise to keep an open mind on the 

subject, it still seems likely that Rembrandt was re sponsible 

for this small painting on copper. 

DAVID WITH THE HEAD OF GOLIATH BEFORE SAUL 
(Oil Sketch) 

This unpublished, handsome brunaille” on wood panel is 
exhibited here for the first time. It was bought by Dr, Bader 
from the Parisian dealer Lennart Lundh, who had purchased 
it at a minor auction. Lundh and Bader recognized its close 
relationship to the colorful painting in the Offentliche 

Kunstsammlung in Basel of approximately the same size (27.5 

x 39.5 cm), signed and dated RH 1627 (Fig, 1). The latter 

(Bauch 3; Bode 4; Bredius 488; Hofstede de Groot 34) is 
accepted as autograph by the Rembrandt Research Project 
(A9), 

panel that was originally somewhat larger, whereas the sketch 

which reports no copies. The painting in Basel is on a 

has not been cut down and is beveled on all four sides. 

Dendrochronology of this panel, conducted by Dr. Peter 

Klein in Hamburg, shows it to be from the first half of the 

seventeenth century. Professor Molly Faries of Indiana 

University made a careful study of the painting through 

infrared reflectography, which shows pentimenti and under- 

painting. An X-radiograph confirms these findings 

There are three possibilities for this braille 

1. It is a sketch by Rembrandt preceding the painting in 

Basel (A9). Dr. Bader thinks this is doubtful-unless the 

brunaille precedes A9 by a long period-because A9 is 
much better. 

2, It is a contemporary aide-mémoire by an artist such as 
Jan Lievens. 

3. It is by a student of Rembrandt, done about 1630-40. 

The brunaille sketch has an interesting three-dimensional 

quality with multiple paint layers and it generally conforms 

to the painting in Basel; the figures, however, are less clearly 

defined. For example, the dog is rather fuzzy in the sketch 

and in the upper right quadrant, the man with the blue tur- 
ban, who appears in the finished painting, is absent in the 

sketch. Likewise, the vertical lances or spears that appear 

above the rear of the horse are absent. Also, the Basel paint- 

ing extends the composition somewhat at the bottom and 

the right. These differences suggest that one should seriously 

consider whether the brunaille may possibly precede the Basel 

painting and be a very quick preliminary sketch by 

Rembrandt himself. If it were a copy after the Basel painting, 

one would expect the copy to reflect more accurately the 

in which the elements details of the painting. A rough sketch 
of the picture are quickly put into place, need not bear com- 

parison in quality with a carefully executed, finished picture 

Both can be by the same hand. Regardless of its authorship, 

this beautiful sketch is a valuable document of the seyen- 

teenth century and presents an interesting puzzle from 

Rembrandt's studio. 

THE COLLECTOR 
Dr, Alfred Bader was born in Vienna in 1924, and fled tc 

England in December 1938, ten months before the begin- 

ning of World War II. Although a Jewish refugee from the 

Nazis, he was interned in 1940, first in a camp in Huyton 

near Liverpool, and later in a prisoner of war camp near 

Montreal. After his release in 1941, he entered Queen's 

University in Kingston, Ontario, where he studied engineer- 

ing chemistry. Subsequently, he studied organic chemistry at 

Harvard University and received a Ph.D. in 1950. He then 

worked in Milwaukee as a research chemist for the 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. In 1951, he co-founded 

Aldrich Chemical Company, which merged in 1975 to 

become Sigma-Aldrich, now the world’s largest supplier of 
research chemicals 

Since retiring from Sigma-Aldrich in 1992, he has contin- 
ued a fruitful career as an art collector and dealer. Dr. Bader’ 

personal philanthropy ts directed to aiding students of 

chemistry and providing fellowships for art history students 

to study in Europe, Recently, he provided £6,000,000 to 
Queen's University to purchase and renovate Herstmonceux 
Castle in Sussex, England, to serve as a center for studies in 

European politics, economics, law, and art 
In July 1992, Dr, Bader, with Dr, Otto Naumann, purchased 

Rembrandt's magnificent Portrait of Johannes Uytenbogaert 

(1633) at auction at Sotheby's, London, and in December 

sold it to the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, where it is exhib- 

ited now in the great gallery with The Night Watch 

Dr. Bader purchases an average of two hundred paintings 

each year. He prefers seventeenth-century Dutch paintings 

specifically those based on scenes from the Old Testament. 

Occasionally, he collects works addressing other areas of the 

Bible and history, as well as genre, landscapes, portraits, and 
still-lifes. Rembrandt, his contemporaries, and his students 

are Bader’s consuming passion. One of his great joys is in 

discovering hidden masterpieces. 
Alfred Bader is a remarkable man—kind, gentle, unassum- 

ing, generous, and a model of integrity. I treasure his friend- 

ship of many years, Alfred’s greatest asset is his wife Isabel, a 

charming lady of grace, dignity, vision, and keen intellect 
She shares his passion for collecting art. 

For more details about Dr. Bader’s life and work and about his 

collection, see his autobiography, Adventures of a Chemist 

Collector, London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1995 (ISBN 0 297 

83461 4) 

Dr. S. William Pelletier is an Alumni Foundation Distinguished 

Professor of Chemistry and director of the Institute for Natural 

Products Research at the University of Georgia as well as an 

internationally recognized connoisseur and collector of Dutch 
works on paper 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 
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Subject: Lloyd de Witt on the copy after RRP A9 

From: David A de Witt <3dad5@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Mon, 14 Apr 2003 15:49:30 -0400 (EDT) 

To: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred, 

The weekend in Philadelphia went well. I was very impressed with the 

quality of the Johnson collection Head of Jesus, which likely also 

came from the Vanloo collection. I would not immediately dismiss that 

Plcuune asl autograph, le as an a criminally hvdeouws! frame, untortumakely, 

that covers up the areas of enlargement. 

Below is Lloyd's impression of the copy after RRP AQ. 

With best wishes, 

David 

The arguments for Lievens would be: he had 10 "sketches" in his inventory 

upon death, the Rijk's Sampson (RRP Cl) is regarded as such a Lievens sketch 
in imitation of Rembrandt (A24)and is grisaille and has similar ranges of 

smoorm end qloppy paint as seem wm the cloak on Saul (big fae guy?) and a 

few of the profile heads give suggestions of Lievens. 

This picture (and you'll remember that AY is regarded as unusual even as a 

1627 Rembrandt) cannot be connected to his known works or figures in them - 

even if you were to regard it as a later Lievens copy after Rembrandt. 

Small sketchy Lievens's don't look like this, they're more finished, with 

paint across the whole surface, and areas of thick modelling. 

Even considering it as a sketch or copy or version by Lievens after 

Rembrandt, of which Cl might be an exampl the painting still looks more 

like a later Rembrandt than a Lievens of that period -so many wonderful 

areas, so suggestive, so thin. 

The use of pink, the use of reserve in the background (as it relates to 
xrays of R's early works) both suggest possibly Rembrandt himself and before 

AQ, or frarlang that, a Vater workshop preduciion Ob Geeak Speed and ansighe- 
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Or, Peter Klein 

Ordinariat fir Holzbiologie 
Universitat Hamburg 

Leuschnerstr,91 

D~2050 Hamburg 80 

Herrn 

Lennart Lundh 

86 Rue de Sevres 

F- 75007 Paris 

Fur die dendrochronologische Untersuchung einer Gemaldetafel , 
durchgefUhrt am 18.7.1989 entstanden Kosten fUr die Bezahlung 
von studentischen Hilfskréften in Hohe von OM 800,00, 

Uberweisen Sie bitte den Betrag auf das Konto "Dendrochronologie, 
Dr Klein" Hamburger Sparkasse (8LZ 200 505 50) Kto.Nr.1391/455654, 

Ham ,den 4,9,19893 

Or.Péter Klein 
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| INDIANA UNIVERSITY 

HENRY RADFORD 
HOPE SCHOOL OF 

FINE ARTS 

HISTORY OF ART 

Fine Arts Building 132 

Bloomington, Indiana 

47405-3501 

812-855-9556 

14 July 1998 

Dr. Alfred Bader 
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Dear Dr. Bader, 

You are so right, as you say in your letter of May 29, that time flies! Time also 

brings change --sometimes quite transforming change -- and that is one of the 

things I want to inform you about in this letter. 

This coming academic year I will be taking up an appointment at the University of 

Groningen in The Netherlands. The position will provide me with the opportunity 

to further my teaching of the technical investigation of paintings, and of course, I 

will be much closer to the objects of my study. You and Isabel are of course quite 
well-travelled and well-acquainted with The Netherlands, so you must be able to 

imagine that I see this as a great adventure for the closing years of my career. 

My life and my house, however, are caught up in the chaos of packing. I have 

had the X-ray and the notes a student took during the scanning of your oil sketch 

ready to send to you for quite some time, and I now take the occasion to do that, 

before anything gets lost. As you can understand, I have no time to pursue 

research at the moment, but if Professor Pelletier has any questions about the 

scanning notes, I will gladly try to answer. Since the pigments in your oil sketch 

responded well to infrared reflectography, you might want to have an infrared 

photograph taken. Some of the changes we observed might appear in an infrared 

photograph as well, and they, in turn, might be compared with the changes which 
can be observed in the X-radiograph. 

I wish you continued success in the study of the oil sketch, and 

Best regards, 

Milly ad 
Molly Faries, Professor 
Indiana University/Bloomington 
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Ag David with the head of Goliath before Saul 
BASLE, OEFFENTLICHE KUNSTSAMMLUNG BASEL, INV. NO. G 1958.37 

HDG 34; BR. 488; BAUCH 3; GERSON 3 

1. Summarized opinion 

A very well preserved, unusual but undoubtedly 
genuine work, with authentic signature and date. 

2. Description of subject 

he scene is based on 1 Samuel 17:57-58 (the presentation of 
David to Saul by Abner, Saul’s captain 

18:1 (‘the soul of Jonathan was knit with the soul of David’). A 

and probably also 

fairly large number of people are shown as involved in the 
action, and their identities will be discussed further under 4. 

Comments. 

David is kneeling on the right, with the head of Goliath in his 

arms, Saul stands at the centre of the composition, facing the 

right and seen in profile; the train of his cloak is carried by two 

pages. Opposite him, obliquely behind David, stands Abner 

with Goliath’s sword. An old man, whom we assume to be 

Samuel, stands between them, bowing forward. 

A number of men are standing behind this main group, 

including one young man with Rembrandt's features standing 

immediately behind the bowing old man and looking to the 

front over the shoulder of another old man dressed in red who 

1olds his hands clasped together. Above the heads of the figures 

vehind the main group a forest of banners, lances and spears 

st the presence of the army. To the right ofand behind the sugge 
man carrying the sword are two horses; the first is being ied by a 
groom, the further one is ridden by a standard-bearer who 

owers high above the group. Behind this rider to the left, and 

to the right of him, are more horsemen and foot-soldiers. 

In the background, behind the figure of the bowing old man, 

isa brown-grey post: a spearman stands against it, with above 

11m a roof that appears to be attached to the post with ropes. 

The whole seems to represent some kind of look-out post, No 

he left of this is the broad, curved canopy of an army tent, 
crowned by a ball and beneath a grey sky. 

Everything described so far is in the middle ground and 

sackground, and is framed on the left by the figure, in profil 

perdu, of a richly-dressed archer on a horse (presumably 

Jonathan) looking obliquely into the scene, and on the jeht by 

a standing and a sitting warrior. In the left foreground, and 

seen halfin shadow a few plants are growing, while on the right 

a spear lies pointing diagonally into the scene. The tip of the 

spear points at a small white dog with a golden-yellow collar, 

which is barking at the head of Goliath. 

The entire scene is, to judge by the deep shadows, lit quite 

harshly from the right by light falling from behind the figures in 

the right foreground, 

3. Observations and technical information 

IVorking conditions 

Examined on 14 June 1968 (J.B., S.H.L.), in good daylight 

and out of the frame. X-Ray film received later from the 

museum. 

Support 

DESCRIPTION: Oak panel, grain horizontal, 27.2 x 39.6 cm. 

Thickness ¢. 0.5 cm. Single plank. A fine crack ¢. 9 cm long on 

the left, at 12.8. cm from the bottom. Back bevelled at top, right 

and left: the absence of bevelling along the bottom edge can 

probably be interpreted as an indication that the panel has 

been reduced in size, as the usual panel dimensions were 

aie gremi( 1 x 12 Rhineland inches). Uhis reduction in 

size presumably took place before the present picture was 

painted. 

SCIENTIFIC DATA: None. 

Ground 

DESCRIPTION: There is a brown-yellow visible in the thin areas 
in the dark figure seen from the back at bottom right, and 
occasionally elsewhere in thin areas. Under the present paint- 

ing an other partly erased painting can be seen in the X-ray; 

what we see therefore is either the ground showing through in 

coinciding thin areas in both paintings, or a second ground on 

top of the first painung, 

SCIENTIFIC DATA: None. 

Paint layer 

coNpITION: Very well preserved. Craquelure: a very fine, 
almost invisible craquelure is clearest in the white cloud to the 

left of the look-out post. 

DESCRIPTION: Phe execution is spontancous, confident and rich 

in the sketchlike indication of shapes. ‘The liveliness of the 
brushwork is maintained even in the background, where the 

paint is applied more thinly, Using mainly short and pro- 

portionately broad touches of the brush which never actually 
enter into details but which suggest postures, facial expressions 

and so on ina kind of shorthand, the scene has been painted 

wel-in-wet with a heavy impasto. There is some relief corre- 
sponding with the highest light, while the ridges along thick 

dabs of paint are often used to mark a light. The transitions 

from light to dark are pronounced, sometimes even abrupt, so 

that a plastically very convincing overail picture has resulted. 
‘The colour-scheme is generally light, using light blue, whit- 

ish blue (David. the old man bowing towards him, and the 

rider on the left), light yellow and light salmon-pink height- 

ened with vellow (Saul), and carmine red mixed with heht grey 

and again light yellow and pink (man with the sword) colours. 

‘The garments have been given small, thick highhghts in stron- 

ger accents of yellow, blue, red and white. The flatter shadow 

areas are brown, The blue-green of the large tent plays a major 

part in the colourful whole. The repoussoir on the right is 

executed mainly in translucent browns, lying immediately on 

top of the ground. Vhe area of soil above the grey shadow zone 

is painted broadly with thick accents of light green above the 

blue-green leaves of bur: the latter are slightly glazed with a 

eolden ochre colour. 

Phe massive horse on the left is painted very solidly and 
opaquely, with long brushstrokes that flow round the shapes, 

‘The paint of the sky is notably thick, with clearly visible and 
lively touches of grey-white that become greyer towards the 

left. Some light blue and blue-green are worked into the cloud 

along the outline of the ride 

SGIENTIFIC DATA: None. 

X-Rays 

\When the painting is turned through go° clockwise the X-ray 

clearly shows, in light and vaguely-outlined areas, a head with 
arge, wide-open eyes and a fat, round nose with dark patches 

for the nostrils. The head is turned three-quarters to the left, the 

eves fixed on the viewer, Above the illuminated forehead ts a 

arge, semicircular light area, perhaps the illuminated partofa 

urban. Below the head are a number of light shapes that seem 

to form part of a costume. A vague light patch in the lower 

efthand corner (of the panel as rotated) continues these light 

shapes. The line of the right shoulder is vaguely visible, where 

one can see the dark traces of brushstrokes rendering the 

shoulder area of the figure 

rom the fact that there are no brushstrokes recognizable ih 

the light parts of the underlying head one can assume that the 

panel was partially scraped smooth before starting the new 
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AQ DAVID BEFORE SAUL 

Fig. 1, Panel 27.2 x 39.6 cm 

painting. The yellow-brown ground, visible here and there at 
the surface, could then possibly be a layer put down over the 
scraped-ol] painting with the bold strokes that can clearly be 

seen in the X-ray image. 

‘The present scene appears unchanged in the X-ray, One sees 

in many places that the painting was done very directly — often 

wet-in-wet. When the banner over the shoulder of the mounted 
standard-bearer was being painted, for instance, the light paint 
of the sky was partly wiped away by the brush. The same 
happened during the painting of the weapons standing up 

agaist the sky. Similarly, the paint used to show the light soil 

in the foreground was, while still wet, pushed aside to the 

outlines of the leaves when the foreground vegetation was 
being painted, ‘These and other points indicate that the paint- 

ing was, as usual, worked up from back to front, 

Twosolid white patches in the X-ray are caused by wax seals 
on the back. 

Srgnalure 

At bottom centre, inside a dark brown outline, thinly applied 

in the same dark brown <A// (in monogram). 1627». The pres- 

ence of the crossbar on the righthand stem of the //, which 
would make this into an 4, cannot be made out with certainty. 
On an analogy with the 1626-27 Rembrandt signatures, the 
RH reading is the more likely. The letters, done as sloping 
printed capitals, differ from the other signatures from 1627 

treated as script letters but match those of various 1626 sig- 

Varnish 

No special remarks. 

4. Comments 

Because of the sketchhke brushwork that is maine 

tained throughout this little painting, it stands ene 
tirely alone among Rembrandt’s early works. In th 
absence of any analogous work, one cannot say with 
any certainty whether this sketchlike characte® 
comes from some special function that no, Ag ma 
have served. Bauch? has rejected the possibility 6 
this being a draft design or sketch, because itdg 
signed. Yet seeing that the format proportions of th 

composition and the scale of the figures in smalléfg 
dimensions match those that were most usual wi 
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Fig. 2, X-ray 

the reduction in the size of the panel was made 
precisely with this in mind. That no. Ag was regar- 
ded as a modello even in the 17th century is con- 
firmed by the existence of a more detailed version of 
larger dimensions, not admittedly by Rembrandt 
but by a minor artist under his remote influence (see 
further under 7. Copies). It might be commented here 
that this was (so far as we know) the last time that 

Rembrandt used this type of composition. 

The exceptional position of this painung makes it 

tosome extent difficult to assess itin relation to other 
works. There can be no doubt as to its authenticity, 

however. True, we have no other example of a work 
in which the whole of the foreground and middle- 
ground are filled with short, colourful dabs and 

strokes of the brush, and where thick paint, often 

used wet-in-wet, gives such a rapid and summary 
indication of shapes; the brilliant execution nev- 
ertheless gives every reason to place trust in the 
signature, and we can accept the small head seen 
above Samuel (recognized as a self-portrait soon 

after no. Ag was discovered in 1909) as such, on an 
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analogy with the self-portrait in the Leiden History 
painting (no, A6). 

The present picture has been done on top of an 
earlier painting, presumably after the latter —a head 
which cannot be placed stylistically — had been 

partly scraped off and covered with a fresh ground. 

It was not unusual during Rembrandt's Leiden 

years for him to re-use a panel that already carried a 

painting; with one exception (no. A 38) this invari- 
ably involved less valuable works — often ¢ronzes (asin 

nos. A8, A 20, A32’and A 33) — and the Basle paint- 
ing must be counted among this group, especially if 

one regards it as indeed being a sketch. 

The date, though previously? read as 1625 or even 

as 1631, must undoubtedly be read as 1627. This 

gives a plausible opportunity of placing the work 

within Rembrandt's stylistic development. The 
colour-scheme is admittedly exceptionally gay, yet 
the colour counterpoint of pink, light blue and 

yellow placed against the green-blue of the tent can 

already be seen in a more subdued gamut in, for 

instance, the Leiden History painting. As W. Martin? 
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Vig. 3a. Detail 
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AQ DAVID BEFORE SAUL 

Fie. 4b. Detail (2:1 





AQ DAVID BEFORE SAUL 

Fig, 4. Detail (1:1) 

has remarked, Rembrandt is here — even more close- 

ly than in the Leiden work — following the model of 

Lastman’s Gortolanus and the Roman women of 1622, 

Trinity College, Dublin (sce fig. 6). The tent used as 

a backdrop lor the standing figures, the horseman on 

the left and the mounted standard-bearer on the 

right (in which Lastman’s rider on the left has been, 

as it were, split in two), the standing repoussoir 

figure with a spear on the right (on the left in 

Lastman), and the forest of upward-pointing 

weapons are all motifs taken from Lastman; here 

they are set ina slightly diflerent relationship, and in 

a light falling from the right, within a frame of 

similar proportions. If we are correct in interpreting 

the rider on the left as Jonathan, Rembrandt has 

given this component of the composition a new 

iconographic relauionship to the main action, 

Though Lastman’s 1622 painung may have pro- 

vided by far the most important point of ¢ 
for Rembrandt’s composition, this draws 

prototypes as well. As has already been 
Debrunner, van Rijckevorsel and Camph 

lastnamed pinpointing exactly the print 
used — the figure of Saul with the mouf of 

bearer(s) is taken from Rubens’ Lyon Ador 
Magi, via an anonymous engraving CO] 

Lucas Vorsterman’s print (fig. 7). In later 
Rembrandt shows that he knew this prn 

A 40). 

One is struck by the fact that in respe 

prototypes the Lastman and the Rubens th 

ings relate to composition and mouts butn 

iconographical significance. This use of m 

spective of their original meaning, and 

context, has already been seen ina numbe 

from 1626, e.g. in the use for the Amster 
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Fig. 3, Detail with signature (enlarged) 

and Anna (no. A3) of a pathos formula taken from a 
picture of Jacob, and it recurs many times later in 

Rembrandt's work. 
The horse and rider on the left resemble, in the 

massiveness of the horse’s body, the drawing of a 

Mounted trumpeter in the Ruijksprentenkabinet, 

Amsterdam (Ben. 21a), though one should not see it 

as being a direct preliminary sketch. The attribution 
of this drawing to Rembrandt isin any case open toa 

great deal of doubt and we believe it to be by Jan 

Lievens (cf. no. C1 under 4. Comments). 

In the cruciform layout of the figures making up 

the central group, shown in both the postures 

(bowing opposite kneeling, standing opposite stand- 

ing) and the colours (blue opposite blue, yellow 

fe) posite yellow), Bauch! recognizes the dual action 

‘Doppelhandlung’) depicted in the scene. The rele- 

vant biblical text (1 Samuel 17: 57-58) mentions 

only one event — Abner, the captain of the host, 

bringing David with the head of Goliath before Saul, 

when the king asks David who he is. The deliberately 

stressed relationship between the kneeling David 

and the old man bowing before him provides the 

second subject, one that cannot be directly related to 

qa biblical text. Bauch, who identified the man 

behind David wearing a turban as being Abner, saw 

the bowing old man as Samuel. Ttimpel® admitted 

that there is a Doppelhandlung, but placed Saul 

opposite his son Jonathan and David opposite 

Abner. (It is evident, from Tumpel’s note 28 on page 

115, that he has misunderstood Bauch’s identifica- 

tion, since one cannot believe that Bauch saw 

Samuel as being the man with the sword instead of 

the old man bowing.) Tuimpel quite rightly refers to 

the role that Jonathan plays in the story and in 

pictorial tradition; it was from this moment onwards 

that Jonathan loved David (1 Samuel 18: 1), giving 

him his garments and weapons, and later shielding 

the bowing old man as Samuel seems acceptable, 

though one then has to assume that Rembrandt 

him against his own father. Bauch’s identification of 

AQ DAVID BEFORE SAUL 

Fig 6. P. Lastman, Gortolanus and the Roman women. Dublin, Trinity College 

was not keeping strictly to the biblical text; after 
Saul had rejected the word of the Lord, Samuel 
broke with him, ‘and Samuel came no more to see 

Saul until the day of his death’ (1 Samuel 15:35); 
this statement is incidentally contradicted by the 

bibliéal account itsell (1 Samuel 19724). Ihe 

prophet is bowing deferentially before the God- 
chosen David, whom he had shortly before anointed 
at God’s command and who had, on the strength of 

this, triumphed over Goliath. The man standing 

opposite Saul must indeed, as Bauch too believes, be 

his captain Abner, who with a shght bow 1s present- 

ing David to Saul while his shield-bearer stands 

behind him with his horse. The identification is 
further confirmed by the fact that there isa mounted 
standard-bearer immediately alongside this horse. 
Jonathan could very well be the rider on the left, 
who seems to be looking past Sauland Samuel and at 

David. He is wearing a quiver and has a large bow 

and sword beside him; these must surely be the 
weapons he was to give to David and with which, as 
Tumpel has pointed out, he was already in the 16th 
century frequently depicted. Taking this interpre- 

tation, the significance contained in the picture 1s 

not limited to the central group of four figures, but 

extends beyond this to the equally colourful rider, 

who stands in the full light and whose figure occupies 

a dominant position in the painting. The painting’s 

subject is not only the moment of Abner presenting 
David to Saul, but also the relationship between the 
other principal characters in this biblical story: 

Samuel, who knows that in David he ts greeting the 

future king while Saul remains unaware of this, and 

Jonathan who looks upon David and from that 

moment on, as the legal heir to the throne, places 

David’s interests above those of his own father and of 

himself. 
The theme is an unusual one. The connexion that 

Preise made with a painting by Lastman that has 

been lost since 1830? is probably unjustified; this 

work, described as De plechtige ontvangst van David met 
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het hoofd van Goliath (The ceremonial reception of 
David with the head of Goliath presumably showed 
the ronograplically Customary scene willy re 
ferred ONES HR driumiepl ay Dai ld 

5. Documents and sources 

None. 

6. Graphic reproductions 

Now 

7. Copies 

1. Whatis not a copy in the true sense of the word, but rather 
an claboration of the painting in a larger format, was in private 
German ownership in 1964: panel, 52 x 84cm; coll. S. and G. 
Gump, San Francisco (prior to 1950), coll, Marsmayer, Schut- 
torf (1964). Apocryphal signature, painted over an earlier 
signature that is now illegible, beneath the sword which here 
lies diagonally on a stone in the foreground «RHL (in mono- 
gram)/ Jf (?) 1644 (?)»; (photo RKD no. 51434; cf. Sumowski 
1957/58, p. 224, fig. g; not seen by us). The scene is placed ina 
rather larger framework, especially on the right where a 
mounted procession has been added. In its main features it 
follows no. Ag quite closely, The artist has allowed himself 
liberties in details, particularly in the headdresses, To judge 
from the photograph, this is a painting from the second quarter 
of the 17th century, done by a rather poor artist under 
Rembrandt’s remote influence. 

8. Provenance 

*— Atsome time owned by a member of the Oxenden de Dene 
family, of Kent, according to a wax seal on the rear of the panel 
(family bearings: chevron accompagné de trois boeufs passants; cf. 
J.B. Rietstap, Armorial Général I1, 2nd edn, Gouda n.d., joo HX))). 
- Coll. of Eyre Hussey Esq. of The Lawn, Mudeford, Christ- 
church; sale London (Robinson, Fisher & Co.), 18 February 
1909, no, 82 (as Eeckhout) (gt gns to Richardson). 
— Dealer Frank R. Richardson, London. 

Dealer R. Heinemann, Munich; temporary loan to Alte 
Pinakothek. 

Coll. August Janssen, Amsterdam. 
Dealer J. Goudstikker, Amsterdam; exhibited in: The 

Hague 1919 (cat. 13) no. 102; Amsterdam 1919/1920 (cat. 14) 
no. 60; Rotterdam 1920 (cat. 19) no. 41; The Hague 1920 (cat. 
20) no. 94; The Hague 1926 (cat. 30) no. 145; Amsterdam 1927 
(cat. 33) no. 108. 

- Coll, P, Smidt van Gelder, Bloemendaal. 
Dealer D. Katz (1938). 

Coll. Max Geldner, Basle (1939); bequeathed to the 
museum in Basle in 1948, received in 1958. 

g. Summary 

Bearing in mind the great affinity in conception with 
the Leiden /fistory painting (no. AG), the brilliant 
qualities of the exceptional, sketchlike execution and 
the confidence-inspiring signature, this little paint- 
ing can beyond doubt be regarded as an original 
dating from 1627. A remarkable feature is the con- 
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Fig, 7. After Rubens, 

Vorsterman) 

Adoration of the Magi (anonymous engraving after L. 
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trast it offers with other works from that year, all of 
which are anything but colourful and sketchlike: on 
the contrary, they present a subtle and detailed 
study of form and light in an extremely subdued, 
almost monochrome range of colour, The idea of its 
being a modello for a larger history piece compa- 
rable with those of 1625 and 1626 is a plausible one. 
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Report on the dendrochronological analysis on the panel "David before Saul" 
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On the oak panel C20 GARI s 0 cm) 181 growth rings could be measured ang further 
35 rings were numbered. By evaluation with different master chronologies the growth 
rings could be dated between 1622 and 1442 using the master chart of the Baltic 
region. The last measured heart wood ring Of this Panel has been grown in the year 

aes 

Under the assumption of the Sapwood Statistic for Eastern Europe an earliest 
felling date can be derived with the year 1631, Regarding the Statistical distributior 
of the sapwood rings a felling date is more plausible between 16035... 1087 16d oe 
Using the median of 15 sapwood rings and a minimum Of 2 years Storage time a 
Creation of the Painting is plausible from 1639 upwards, 
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DR. ALFRED BADER ESTABLISHED 1g 61 

March 12, 1996 

Dr. Astrid Timpel and Professor Christian Tumpel 
Uilenputweg 10 
NL 6571 CC Berg en Dal 
The Netherlands 

Dear Astrid and Christian: 

Thank you so much for your quick response to my Xerox reproductions of two paintings I acquired 
recently, which I knew would be of interest to you. 

The sketch after RRP #A-9 is much more yellow in color than the Xerox would indicate and is, of course, quite different in color from the Original in Basel. Dr. Klein in Hamburg has done the wood 
analysis, indicating that the sketch was painted in the late 1630’s. But by whom? It is so much easier 
to tell who it was not - Dou or Jouderville or Eeckhoudt or Flinck - but who could it have been? 

I have always admired the painting in Basel, in part because it stood so very much alone in the entire 
work of the young Rembrandt. My sketch is bound to teach us something about workshop practices in Amsterdam in the 1630’s. 

The Elijah Sending his Servant presents a problem of a very different kind. Unfortunately, I don’t 
know the painting in the Schloss Fasanarie, and I am wondering whether you could send me their 
address so that I could send them a photograph of my painting and ask them for a photograph of theirs. Or do you perchance have an extra photograph of their painting? 

As you will see from the enclosed, my painting shows somewhat more of the landscape to the left and 
the right, and the sky appears to be quite different. Also, the foliage, which is beautifully painted, doesn’t make me think of Jacob Pynas at all, but rather of French landscapes of the early 17th century. 

My painting is on copper; the painting in the Fasanarie is on panel. What do you think? 

With many thanks for all your help and with all good wishes from house to house, I remain ’ 

Yours sincerely, f. a vie (ose iow dds a Ween 

@iure 
J 

By Appointment Only 
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DIRS, ALF RE 3 roid ED BADER ESTABLISHED 1961 

March 12, 1996 

Dr. Walter Liedtke 

Curator of European Paintings 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
1000 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10028-0198 

Dear Walter: 

I am so happy to have your letter of February 28th. 

We also travel a good deal and will be gone most of April, but then we will be in Milwaukee 
the first three weeks of May and again in August and most of September. Do keep in mind that 

it is SO easy to come from downtown Chicago to Milwaukee by bus or train or to fly by Midwest 

Express non-stop to Milwaukee from LaGuardia or Newark. 

I also very much like that sketch after A9 and just wish I knew which student had it in him to 
produce such a sketch. Dr. Klein in Hamburg has done the wood analysis, coming up with the 

late 1630’s as the likeliest date. Of course, you realize that the colors are very different. The 

Xerox, incidentally, is much too olive green. The painting is mainly rich yellows and ochres, 

practically without the reds and blues in the original. 

It is easy to say which students did not do this. Surely, Dou, Jouderville, Eeckhoudt and Flinck 

are out, but who is in? 

I was very sorry to learn that the RRP is changing its method of presenting Rembrandt’s works 

after 1642. I found it so useful to have the paintings presented in chronological order. That 

made it easy, for instance, to show how different A9 of 1627 was from all the other paintings 

done between 1625 and 1630. 

Now I understand that RRP will deal first with all the self-portraits, right to 1669. 

By Appointment Only 
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Dr. Walter Liedtke 

March 12, 1996 

Page 2 

At the very end, I hope that they will show which paintings really deserve "A" numbers - I just 

hope to live long enough to see that. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

| 

AB/cw 
| 

Enclosure 





HARVARD UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUMS 

ArTHUR M. SackLeER Museum Focc Arr Museum BuscH-REISINGER MusEUM Straus CENTER FOR CONSERVATION 

32 Quincy STREET 

) CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138 
4 |) | Ta TeLepHone 617.495.9400 

2 Fax 617.495.9936 
Dr. Alfred Bader 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

Astor Hotel 

924 East Juneau Ave. 

Milwaukee, WI 

53202 

Dear Alfred, 

Thank you so much for your letter 19 March. 

Iam pleased you acquired that handsome and coloristically exquisite portrait 
by Maes, said to represent Benjamin Poulle, and I am grateful to have the 
black and white photograph. If you ever make a slide of it, please do let me 
have one--it is such a good example of Maes's technique and originality as a 
colorist. 

In my file I find two related items of interest, of which I enclose photocopies. 
One is a rather dark photo of a copy or replica that I saw in 1977 Nystad 
Antiquairs Amsterdam (not Sam Nystad, but the antiques dealer based in 
Lochem with a gallery on the Rokin). I made some notes at that time 
recording that the execution of this version is rather dry and dull, so it is 
likely a copy after your painting. I also enclose a xerox of a portrait sold at 
Fischer in Lucerne 9-11 May 1995, lot 2064, which shows a man in the 
identical pose and setting. The picture sold at Fischer is signed and dated 
1678, which provides a reliable index for the date of your new acquisition. 

I do not know about the identification of the sitter as Benjamin Poulle. I'll 
check in Moes, but generally Moes does not provide much evidence for the 
identification of the people portrayed--he merely lists the pictures, giving 
current or traditional identifications. I noticed in an article in Oud Holland, 
1892, about page 35, that Poulle was an executor of Jan van de Cappelle and 
attested or helped to compile Van de Cappelle's instructive inventory. 

Re ERSITY 

18.95.4999 





The sketch after RRP A-9 is fascinating, especially as the panel can be dated so 
early. I have no idea who did it, but it seems to be solidly painted ina 
manner not unlike that of, say, Lievens. I'll ponder it. 

Finally, I am sorry to report that my best effort to solicit a review from Apollo 
of your autobiography did not meet with success. Paul Josefowitz sent me a 
polite but firm note expressing his thanks, but declining to review the book. 
Sorry. 

All best from house to house, 

Bil 
William W. Robinson 
Ian Woodner Curator of Drawings 
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DR. ALFRED BADER ES TAB ES HED) 19/07) 

April 29, 1996 

Professor Mollie Faries 

Department of Art History 
Indiana University 
Fine Arts Bldg. 132 

Bloomington, IN 47405-3501 

Dear Professor Faries: 

Please accept my sincere thanks for all the time you spent studying what is probably a copy after 
Rembrandt RRP-AQ, 

Enclosed please find a copy of Professor Klein’s report, as well as Ernst van de Wetering’s 
letter about condition to the Paris dealer who sold me the painting. Professor van de Wetering 
may have judged only from the photograph; it does not really seem in as bad condition to me. 

I will have an X-ray made to send to you. Also, I will ask my very able restorer, Charles 
Munch, to do the minimum necessary to pull the upper right hand quarter together, 

It would indeed be most interesting to get a report from Basel about the underpainting in their 
original. 

If ever you would like to publish your work, please let me know if I can send you some other 
material, such as, for instance, detailed photographs. Also if you would like to have it in 
Bloomington for a longer time, I would of course be happy to loan it to you. 

Again, with many thanks and all good wishes, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

z 

ON 

NEES By Appointment Only 
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DR. ALFRED BADER ESTABLISHED: 1907 

January 17, 1996 

Dr. Astrid Timpel and 

Professor Christian Tumpel 

Uilenputweg 10 
NL 6571 CC Berg en Dal 
The Netherlands 

Dear Astrid and Christian: 

It was a real pleasure to be able to chat with you by telephone while in England. 

Rentokil is a well-known and well-established company with a good reputation, and yet, as I told 
you, Astrid, on the telephone, I would urge you to be away from your house for a few days 

after the chemical has been applied. 

May I ask both of you for your advice about two paintings I acquired last week? One is a 

painting on copper attributed to Jacob Pynas, and I enclose a color photograph showing the exact 

size of this painting. I note in Peter Sutton’s book on Dutch landscape paintings that there is 
another, slightly smaller version on panel in the Castle Fasanarie, as described on the enclosed. 

Two questions: Did Jacob Pynas ever repeat himself, and if not, which is the original and 

which is the copy? Secondly, surely the subject is not Elijah sending a messenger to King Ahab, 

but what is it? 

The other problem is one of a very different kind. Again, I enclose a color Xerox. The 

painting itself is exactly 30 X 38 cm ona 17th century panel, which has not been cut down on 

any side. Of course, you will realize immediately that the color scheme is totally different from 

RRP #A-9 in Basel, which is accepted by everyone and dated 1627. Who in Rembrandt’s circle 

had it in him to paint such a study in brown? 

I don’t have to belabor what will be obvious to you: The figures on the right edge of the 

painting in Basel are missing, and my study has certainly been over-cleaned in part. 

Still, it is an interesting study piece, particularly as the RRP points that there were no studies 

or copies of the Basel painting known, and it only turned up at an English sale very early in this 

century. 

By dppointment Only 
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Dr. Astrid Timpel and 

Professor Christian Tuimpel 

January 17, 1996 
Page 2 

Do you have any plans to visit the United States? If so, I hope that you know how much we 

would like to be able to welcome you here. 

With all good wishes from house to house, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

) pogo Lape 

AB/cw. 

Enclosures 
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DR. ALFRED BADER ESTABLISHED 190] 

January 17, 1996 

Dr. Astrid Timpel and 

Professor Christian Tumpel 

Uilenputweg 10 
NL 6571 CC Berg en Dal 

The Netherlands 

Dear Astrid and Christian: 

It was a real pleasure to be able to chat with you by telephone while in England. 

Rentokil is a well-known and well-established company with a good reputation, and yet, as I told 

you, Astrid, on the telephone, I would urge you to be away from your house for a few days 

after the chemical has been applied. 

May I ask both of you for your advice about two paintings I acquired last week? One is a 

painting on copper attributed to Jacob Pynas, and I enclose a color photograph showing the exact 

size of this painting. I note in Peter Sutton’s book on Dutch landscape paintings that there is 
another, slightly smaller version on panel in the Castle Fasanarie, as described on the enclosed. 

Two questions: Did Jacob Pynas ever repeat himself, and if not, which is the original and 
which is the copy? Secondly, surely the subject is not Elijah sending a messenger to King Ahab, 

but what is it? 

The other problem is one of a very different kind. Again, I enclose a color Xerox. The 
painting itself is exactly 30 X 38 cm on a 17th century panel, which has not been cut down on 

any side. Of course, you will realize immediately that the color scheme is totally different from 

RRP #A-9 in Basel, which is accepted by everyone and dated 1627. Who in Rembrandt’s circle 

had it in him to paint such a study in brown? 

I don’t have to belabor what will be obvious to you: The figures on the right edge of the 

painting in Basel are missing, and my study has certainly been over-cleaned in part. 

Still, it is an interesting study piece, particularly as the RRP points that there were no studies 

or copies of the Basel painting known, and it only turned up at an English sale very early in this 

century. 

By Appointment Only 
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' Dr. Astrid Tumpel and 

Professor Christian Tiimpel 
January 17, 1996 
Page 2 

Do you have any plans to visit the United States? If so, I hope that you know how much we 

would like to be able to welcome you here. 

With all good wishes from house to house, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

AB/cw 

Enclosures 
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DR. ALFRED BADER ES A B LS A) EPG (Gr 

January 17, 1996 

Professor Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann 

1060 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10028 

Dear Egbert: 

Isabel and I had very much hoped to have a chance to see you last week, either at the sales or 
at Molly Faries’ lecture at the Institute, but unfortunately didn’t see you there and couldn’t reach 

by telephone. 

I am happy to be able to tell you that Rtidiger Klessmann has, in the meantime, concluded that 

my Ceres Mocking is indeed the Elsheimer original, though of course, in very poor condition. 

He presented the evidence in Frankfurt recently. 

Occasionally, I do buy wrecks when they are of real interest to me, and I enclose a Xerox copy 
of another. Of course, here there is no question that the original is RRP #A-9 in Basel, which 

is so totally different in color from this sketch, almost all in brown. Mine is exactly 30 X 38 
cm, and the Xerox shows all of it except the very bottom. The Xerox paper simply isn’t big 

enough to show it all. Unlike the panel in Basel, mine has not been cut at the bottom. 

As you know, the Basel painting turned up almost out of nowhere early in this century, and up 

to now, no close copies have been known. Of course, I have been wondering who in the 

Rembrandt circle had it in him to do such a sketch. The oak panel of mine is certainly period. 

We so hope that your travels will bring you to the Midwest before long, and then of course, also 

to us. I have so many new acquisitions to show you. 

With fond regards from house to house, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

| 
AB/cw By Appointment Only 
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Xeligious, historical, and mythological subjects 
} ucluding Figure Studies evidently connected with such) 

4 (Benesch, Addenda 1) (Figure 1) 

\ CNIDENTIFIED SCENE OF JUSTICE 

. ~ dD J. j 
OU [O24 i: Pen and brush 12 bistre, Ne wentene i With 

phite body-colour. 267 x 245 nim 

Fes, Louvre 

gt, Inv. Gén. IH, No. 1240. 

irk of the Lowore (L. 1955), 

he present drawing, in which already Lugt recognized 

e early style of Rembrandt and which he was inclined 

attribute to one of his earliest pupils, has been correctly 

entified by Van Regteren Altena as a work of the master 

mself done in his early youth. See the note to No. 1B. 

n Regteren suggested the years 1624-6 as tim of ongin 

he present drawing may be indeed the earliest document 

Rembrandt’s activity. It has all che movine quality of 

eearly work of a genius who just has passed the threshold 

childhood. This work foreshadows stron 
rid with the Head of Goltath before 

Bredius 488. 

ly the painting, 

ae ul, dG 34), 

(oy 
o 

B (Benesch, Addenda 2) (tizure 2) 

W CONIDEN TIFIED SCENE. OF PUSTICE 

it 1625. Black chalk and brush in brown bistre and 

grey Indian ink (to the left of the parasol), another 
(arger parasol ti white body-colour sketched ab , oul 

leleted; the traces in black chalk are indeitted with th 

stylus; at the right a 56 mm wide strip of paper joined 

to the maim sheet, 335 « 285 nin. 

isterdain, Riksprentenkabinet. 

Q. van Regteren Altena, Bulletin van het Ryksmuseum 

IV. No. 2, Amsterdam 1956, pp. 55 ff., Fig. 1. 

GLLECTIONS AND DEALERS: Cozist 
Franklyn 

‘HIBITIONS: Rembrandt Tentooustelling, Rotterdam, 

S— August 5, 1956, Cat. No. 2, 

» 1 opp rani? fa LHL; AMarignane; L,€0 

fhe present drawing, formerly attributed to Gerbrand 

van den Eeckhout, has been recognized by Van Regteren 

ena as one of the earhest products of Rembrandt’s 

ivit He dates tt 1f24 g. As subject-matter 

i LOIGaH D4 e Davi WOPro us with 

\' 1 Mother’, and “Vhe Justic Prajan’. Iti 
\ nm IN yA ict hich ti M ta Pp 

‘ istically 1s closely related. It seems to be s t 

ced Il mparison to NO 1A 

compositions of the early Rembrandt, e.g. / 

the Cross, No. 6 recto, and the paintings, / fe Justice 

Brutus, Bredius 460, and David with the d of Goliath 

before Saul, AG 34, Bredius 488 (also attributed to leck- 

Ut Wsiel being sold in London, igog). Van Kegteren 

fAAitena nightly drew attention to the young soldier behind 

the central hgure, reminding of the SelfPortraits of 

Rembrandt in both the paintings menuoned. To the left 

of the young soldier indicated, a tuba blower becomes 

visible, reminiscent of those in the Triumph of Mordecar, 
No. 1. Surprising is the freedom with which Rembrandt’s 

brush sketched the surrounding scenery. 

Van Regteren Altena with very good reasons corroborated 

the authenticity of the present drawing comparing it with 

the recently discovered painting, The Adoration of the 
Magi, Heldring Collection, Oosterbeek, Holland (D 

Hannema, Catalogue raisonné of the Pictures in the 

Collection J. C. H. Heldring, Rotterdam 1955, pp. 41-43, 
PJ. 27). The latter painting is so far the only one which 
can claim to be a work of Rembrandt before 1626. The 

drawing and the painting placed beside each other prove 

convincingly that they are works of the same hand. 

I (Figure 3) 

THE TRIUMPH OF MORDECAI 

About 1625-6. Pen and brush im bistre, wash 

270 X 204 nh 

Former ly breiics, Kunsthalle 

G. Pauh, Prestel-Gesellschaft IIT, 27; Benesch, p. 9; 

G. Pauh, Oud H. XXI1X (1911), p. 122. 

COLLECTION: J. H. Albers. 

Mark : Kunstverein Bremen (L. 

This drawing was first published by G. Pauli, who con- 

sidered ats attribution to Rembrandt. Pault, however, 

efroncously connected it with the painting Quintus Padi 

Maxis at Snessa, AG 224, Bredius 4 While nothing 

in this drawing points to the style of the mature Rem 

brandt, there 1s a close affinity to his carhtest le 

about 1626; ef. the painting of 1626 Jiestice of 

Bredius 460, and Kembrandt’s earhest et igs, B 

und Gersaint 45 (Eiind letchings 1d 

per ble to see in th J and disoreaniz 

al n S te ) posits | 

the picture of the earl: Rembrandt, who had « 

left the stud if t wd Starte 
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nmarized opinion 

. well preserved, unusual but undoubted] 

1} ork. with authentic signature nad dat 

scription of subject 

n based on 1 Samuel 17 57—o (the prese niation of 

to Saul by Abner, Saul’s captain nel probably alsa 

I nul of Jonatl anwasknit with the soul ol David’ ooh 

arg number of people are shown as involved in the 

and their identities will be discussed further under 4 

idjs kneeling on the right, with the head of Goliath in his 

iW tu centre of the composition, facing the 

nd j rofile: the train of his cloak is carried by two 

O; him, obliquely behind David, stands Abner 

Golia 1 An old man, whem we assume to be 

el. s cen them, bowing forward, 
um! { n are standing behimd this main group, 

ling one ung man with Rembrandt's features standing 

Hately behind the bowing old man and looking to the 

ver U oulder of another old man dre 

lis hanes « spe lore ther Abo, e the he ads of the figure: 

din red who 

d the main group a forest of banners, lances and spears } 
tthe presence of the army. To the night of and behind the 

arrying the sword are two horses: the first is being ted by a 

the further one is ridden by a standard-bearer who 

shigh above the group. Behind this rider to the left, and 

right of him, ave more horsemen and foot-soldiers. 

he background, behind the figure of the bowing old man, 

owh-grey post, 4 spearman stands against it, with above 

roof that appears to be attached to the post with ropes. 

hole seems to represent some kind of look-out post. To 

fi of this ts the Ib ) ad. curved canopy of an army tent 

ed by a ball and beneath a grey sky 

ythit cribecdl so far is in the middte ground and 

ound 1 is framed on the left by the figure, in profil 

of a richly-dressed archer on a horse ‘presumably 

van) Jookine obliquely into the scene, and on the night by 

ding iting warvior. In the left foreground, and 

fin | f plant are growing, while on the right 

hes } ing diagonally into the scene. The tip of rhe 

Pol ita small white dog with a golden-vellow collar, 

is barking at the head of Goliath 

adh len ¢ 10 judge by the deep shadows, ht quite 

from the nehr by tight falling from behind the hNguresin 

mht loreground 

bsery ations and technical information 

men on 14 J rin 1qhe | BR Sy HJ nn good daylight 

io af the frame. \-Ray film rec d jater {rom the 

PTION: Qlak panel, gram norzonta DD) A SOO i 

It. 3 t2 Heynlrom tet ! ‘ Cf 

1 DATAL IN 

riflo 1 

DESCRIPTION: a here wa Ie ello ¥ VI rble im) he thin 

»n the dark Geure seen from the back at bottom neht 

occasionally elsewhere in thin areas. Under the present 

ing an other partly erased pamung can be seen In the X 

what we see therefore is either the g id ne through ip 

coinciding thin areas in both paintings, o1 1 ground on 

top of the first painting 

SCIENTIFIC DATA: None 

Paint laye? 

CONDITION: Very well preserved. Craquelure: a very fine 

almost invisible craquelure 1s clean stin the white cloud to the 

tel? ol the look-out DOs! 

DESCRIPTION: The execution is spontaneous, confident and rich 

in the sketchlike indication of shapes. Vhe livel 

brushwork 1s maintained even 1D the bac 

paint 1s applied mare thinly. Using ma 

portionately broad touches of the brush which never actually 

enter into details but which suggest postures, facial expressions 

and so on in a kind of shorthand, the scene has been painted 

-wet woth a heavy inipasto There is some relief corre- 
| 

Wet-I 

sponding with the lughest light. while the ridges along thi k 

dabs of paint are often used to ma k a light. The transitions 

from light to dark are pronounced, sometimes even abrupt, so 

that a plastically very convincing overall picture has resulted, 

The colour-scheme is generally light, using hight blue, wihit- 

ish blue (David, the old man bowing towards him, and the 

+} rider on the left), light yellow and light salmon-pink height- 

ened with yellow (Saul), and carmine red mixed with light grey 

and again light yellow and pink (man with the sword) colours 

The garments have been given small, thick highlights in stron- 

er accents of yellow. blue, red and white. The flatter shadow ey 

5 F ; , } vee 
areas are brown. The blue-green of the large tent plays a major 

1 ary = ) “ 

part an the colourful whole [he repoussalr on Uc rich 
: 

executed mainly in transiucent brown ling yan diate ly or 

top o the grou id. lhe area ot soil above the Prey shadow ZONE 

IS Pa ted broadly wilh thie k accents ol aht Pret ia) il ove the 

b}ue-ercen leaves of bur: the Jatter are slightly glazed with a 

rolden ochre colout 

The massive horse on the left is painted very solidly and 

yuely, with long brushstrokes that flaw round the shapes 

Whe paint af the sk Ss nota ly the k. with 

Opa 

1 clearly visible and 

lively touches of erev-white U ' erever towards the 

left Some heht blue and blue DieCei rked inte wre ud 

along the outine of the ride: 

SCIENTIFIC DATA: None 

X-Rays 

When the painting 1s ned through . 

Clearly shows, in bebt and vaguelv-ou 5, a head 

large, wide-open cve vnd_ a fat. rounel nase th dark patche 

for the nostrils The head is turned three-quarter to the felt. the 

eves fixed on the viewer. Above the itlumimated forehead 3 

ee scnmeireular lighta perhaps the iwininvat J part 

turban B Jow the head { ake | (| gr] | } 

to fo 4} 1 th 

ine 





painting, Che yellow-brown ground, visible here and there at 

the surface, could then possibly be a layer put down over the 

scraped-ofl parnting with the bold strokes that can clearly 

een in the X-ray image 
Phe present scene appears unchanged in the X-ray. One see 

int many places that the painting was done very directly — often 

vet-in-wet. When the banner over the shoulder of the mounted 

standard-bearer was being painted, for instance, the light paint 

of the sky WaASs partly wiped away by the brush Uhe same 

happened during the painting of the weapons standing up 

iwainst the sky. Similarly, che paint used to show the light sou] 

in the foreground was, while still wet, pushed aside to the 

outlines of the leaves when the foreground vegetation was 

being painted These and other points ndicate that the paint- 1 

ing was, as usual, worked up from back to front. 

Iwosolid white patches in the Mey mwarecau ect | VY Wax seal 

mm he ba k 

At bottom centre, inside a dark brown outline, thinly applied 

n the same ark brown cRH inn wgrain 1627 », Vhe 1p 

“nce of the crossbar an the igt hand ct at thie ai Wi 

ulcl make isinto and. cannot be mace out vith certa 

On an anal with the HO +2 Rembrandt sig tire } 

RE reading the mare [rkel' I ret clone as sie 

printed \ s clifte ) t i ha Ye from rf 

To t ; f 

natures in particul ur those on no. A 3 and no, A 5 

cases the slope of the letters is a 

effect, and in no. A5 they are similarly q 

Varnish 

AJ } 
Yo special remarks 

4. Comments 
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Mm Wi 
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in both the 

1) ges] persp 

iced inside anor 
L 
' ton the or 

Because of the sketchhke brushwork that 

tained throughout this hittle 

tirely alone among Rembran 

absence ofany analogous wot 

any certainty whether this 

an) 
) 

painting, 1 Sl is H 
\ 

{i { Priv Ww rk In 

1 

K, one Cannot say \ 

sketchhike chara 

comes from some special function that no. Ag 

have served. Bauch! has rejected the possibilit 

this being a draft design or sketch, becaust 
tr 

signed. Yet seeing that the format p 
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redsetion in the size of the panel was made 

ciscly with this in mind. That no. Ag was regar- 

1 as amodello even in the 17th century 1s con- 

ned by the existence of a more detailed version of 

ger dimensions, not admittedly by Rembrandt 

t by aminor artist under his remote influence (see 

ther mder 7. Copies). It might be commented here 

it this was (so far as we know) the Jast time that 

mbrandt used this type of composition. 

Phe Cteeptional position of this painung makes it 

ome extent dificult to assess 1t in relation to othei 

rks. There can be no doubt as to its authenticity, 

wever, Trne, we have no other example of a work 

» which the whole of the foreground and middle- 

wind are filled with short. colourful dabs and 

trokes of the brush, and where thick paint, often 
] ari Ge . e 

d wetjn-wet. gives such a rapid and summary 
5 o 

cation of sh pes: the brilliant execution ney 

cless gives every ason to place trust in the 

lature, and we can accept the small head seen 

NC as recogmved a l{-portrait soon 

Sano), ae lies red in 1oO9q@ as Such, on an 

analogy with the self-portrait in the Leiden Histor) 

painting (no. Ab). 

The present picture has been done on top of an 

earlier paiting, presumably after the latter —a head 

which cannot be placed stylistically — had been 

partly scraped off and covered with a fresh ground 

It was not unusual during Rembrandt's Leiden 

years for him to re-use a panel that already carried a 

with one exception (no, A 38) this invari- painting; 
ably involved less valuable works — often frontes (asin 

nos. A 8, A 20, A 32 and A 33) ~ and the Basle paint- 

ing must be counted among this group, esper lally if 

one regards it as indeed being a sketch. 

The date, though previously* read as 1625 or even 

as 1631, must undoubtedly be read as 1627. This 

GIVES a plausible opportunity of placing the wort 

within Rembrandt’s stvlisuce development. Th 

colour-scheme is admittedly exceptionally gay, ye! 

the colour counterpoint of pink, light blue and 

ellow placed against { 
vec gamut in, to) 

Maron? 

already be seen mm a mo vid 

tance. the Leiden History painting As W 













has remarked, Rembrandt is here — even more close- 
ly than in the Leiden work ~ following the model of 
Lastman’s Cortolanus and the Roman women of 16209. 
‘Trinity College, Dublin (see fig. 6). The tent used as 

ickdrop for the standing figures, the horseman on 
the left and the mounted standard-bearer on th 
right (in which Lastman’s rider on the left has been 
as it were, split in two), the standing repoussoir 
figure with a spear on the right (on the left in 
Lastman), and the forest of upward-pointing 
weapons are all motils taken from Lastman: here 
they aresetinaslightly diflerent relationship, and in 
. light falling from the right, within a frame of 
mmular propo tions. [f we are correct in interpreting 

h ricle ron the le {t iS Jonath NON Rembrandt has 

i thts component ol the composition a new 

Og ip lire relation hip to the main action: 

hough Lastman’s 1622 painting may have pro- QO 
t 

vided by far the most important point of departu: 
for Rembrandt’s composition, this draws on other 
prototypes as well. As has already been noted 
Debrunner, van Rijckevorsel and Campbell4 
lastnamed pinpointing exactly { 

the figure of Saul with the motif of 
print that 

bearer(s) is taken from Rubens’ Lyon Ad 
Vfagi, via an anonymous engraving copied 
Lucas Vorsterman’s print (fig. 7). In later worl 
Rembrandt shows that he knew this print (cf 

One is struck by the fact that in respect of bo 
prototypes the Lastman and the Rubens the borrow 
ines relate to composition and motits but not to thes 

iconographical significance. This i 
spective of their original meaning 

context, has already been seen in 





d Anna (no. A3) of a pathos formula taken from a 

cinre of Jacob, and it recurs many times Jater in 

Rembrandt’s work 

Phe horse and rider on the left resemble, in the 

sssiveness of the horse’s body, the drawing of a 

‘founted trumpeter in the Rijksprentenkabinet 

\msterdam (Ben. 21a), though one should not see it 

s being a direct pt elinuuary sketch. The attribution 

this drawing to Rembrandt isin any case open to a 

ereat deal of doubt and we believe it to be by Jan 

Licvens (cf. no. C1 under 4. Comments). 

In the cruciform layout of the figures n 

shown in both the postures 

neeling, standing opposite stand- 

yellow 

raking up 

the central grou i 

bow We OpPpos! 

colours (blue opposite blue, 

opposite yellow}, Bauch? recognizes the dual action 

‘Doppelhandiung’) depicted in the scene. The rele- 

lL text (1 Samuel 17: 57-58) mentions 

wiv one event — Abner, the captain of the host, 

bring ¢ David with the head of Goliath before Saul, 

hen ne king asks David who he is. The deliberately 

sed re lations hi 1p between the kneel 1g Day id 

man bowing before him provides the 

V3} and the 

vant bil 

} the od 

nd subject, one that cannot be directly re 

biblical text. Bauch. who identified the man 

ind David wearing a turban as being - Abner, 

hevanete old man as Samuel. Tumpe” eee: d 

hat there is a Doppelhandlung, but pl: iced Saul 

yosite his son Jonathan and David 

late d to 

2) 
opposit 

\buer. (tis evident, from Tumpel’s note 28 on pag 

115, that he has misunderstood Bauch’s 1d¢ ntifica 

tion. since one cannot believe that Bauch saw 
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yclorial tradition: it was from this m oment On wards 
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further confirmed by the fact that th 
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who seems to be looking 
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eeeyay he was to give 

[umpel has pointed out, he was alr 

century frequently de] picted. ‘Taking this interp 

David and with 

In t 
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; Documents and sources 

6. Graphic reproductions 

None. 

7. Copies 

\Whatis nota cop n the true sense of the word, but rather 

an claboration of the painting ina larger format, wasin private 

German ownership in 1964: panel. 32 x 84cm; coll. S. andG 

Cy » San f UIE 1SC Prior {930 coll \farsma er. Sch 

f {1964 \poe phal lgnature, painted over an earlies 

nature that is now legible, beneath the sword which her 
~ ref at Ore 14 

ies cdragonally on a stone tn the foreground «RFfL (in mono- istit offers wi 

eran sows photo RKD no. 51434; ef Sumowski which are anvtl 
157/58, DP. 224, fig. g: notseen by us). The scene is placed ina he contrary, tht 
pF ~ ! r, . in = > j “5 } A rathe larger framework, especially on the right where ; : eT , perl 5 ! stu of form 

mounted procession has been added. In its main features it : 
| T es y L~Most Monocny 

WOW no \ ) cuit closely The artist ha lt ect himself L 
U : os aang) racdel) 

liberties in details, particularly in the headdresses, Fo ji being a mod 

ym the photogranh. this ts t painting from the econd qi rter rable with thos 

tf the 17th century done by a rather OOr artist inder 

re vl { andt’s PERIGEE influence 

Bauch 1960, 8, Provenance sa 
F Stahl 

Leipzig tgir, pp 
*_ Atsome time owned by a member of the Oxenden de Dene 

i AAe = youthful works’, B 
family, of Kent, according to a wax seal on the rear of the panel : oe y; “ = 

family bearings: chevron accompagné de trois boeufs passants; cf. ae eh 

B Rietstap, Armorial Général II, 2nd edn, Gouda n.d., p. 369). Giorncnive: ca 

Coll. of Eyre Hussey Esq. of The Lawn, Mudeford, Christ- anivalene cehuidienttt 

church: sale London (Robinson, Fisher & Co.), 18 February Gelder 1953. p. 276 

109, no. 82 (as Eeckhout) (94 ens ta Richardson}. 1 H. Debrunner, Re 

Dealer Frank R. Richardson, London pp. 46-47; J.-L. A 

Dealer R. Fleinemann, Munich; temporary loan to Alt dam 193 7 

Pinakothek. 

Coll. August Janssen, Amsterdam. 

Dealer J. Goudstikker, Anisterdam; exhibited in: The 

Hague 1919 (cat. 13) no, 102; Amsterdam (9199/1920 (cat. 14) 

10. 60; Rotterdam 1920 (cat. 19) no. 4t; The Hague 1920 (cat 

20} NO. O45 The Hague 1926 (cal, 30) no. 14.5; Amsterdam £927 

it. 33) no. 103 

Coll. P. Smidt van Gelder, Bloemendaal 

Dealer D. Katz (1938) 

Coll. Max Geldner, Basle (1939); bequeathed to th 

8 museum in Basle in 1948, received in 195 

g. Summary 

Bearing in mind the great affinity in conception with 

he Leiden (history painting (no. A6), the brilliant 

qualities of the exceptional, sketchlike execution and 

he confielence-inspiring signature, this little paint 

t 

nak: 11) by vond doubt he regarded as an origina 

latine from 1627. A remarkable feature is the con- 
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OTS VET ST A IAM BUTREC 

ORDINARIAT r 

. FUR HOLZBIOLOGIE Universitat Hamburg, Ordinariac fiir Holzbioloyne ~~~ Leuschnerstrage 1, D 2050 Hamburg 80 

Mr, Lennart Lundh 
Ferniprecher, (040) 73962] 

86 rue de Savres 
72322270 

F - 75007 Paris 
Felex-Nr. 214732 unihhd 

Datum und Zeichea Ihrey SHhreibeos Aktentchen (be: Antwort bitte aogeben) Daria - 

July 24, 19389 Bowell 

Report on the dendrochronological analysis on the pene! David before Saui® 

On the oak panel (30,3 x 38,0 cm) 181 growin rings could be measured and further 
35 rings were numbered. By evaluation with different master chronologies the 
rings could be dated between 1622 and 1442 using the master chart of tne 8B alt region, The last measured heart wood Ping OF this panel has deen grown tn the year 
LO2c5 

Under the assumption of the Sapwood statistic for Eastern Europe an earliest 
felling date can be derived with the year 1631, Regarding the Statistical distric 
of the sapwood rings a felling date is more plausible between 10S Di OST o. Lod) Sy. 
Using the median of 15 sapwood rings and a minimum of 2 years storage time a 
Creation of the painting is plausible from 1639 upwards, 

_ iy 
\e 

Ute at ee iein 

o- Fe yl 





UE PVE Rosia t. aA IM Be G 

ORDINARIAT 

FUR HOLZBIOLOGIE 

Universitat Hamburg, Ordinariat fe Holzbiologie 

Me, Lemingen iLumeallt Ferniprecher: (040) 73962°1 

86 rue de Sévres 72522270 

F - 75007 Paris Telex-Nr.: 2 14 732 unihhd 

Datwwm und Zeidsen Jhres Shreidens Akteaceihen (be: Antwort bieve angebeo) Datum 

December 11, 1989 

Beret 

Dear Mr. Lundh, 

Dank you for your Letter With the questaome. In my report 1 wrote 
you “thet tne Last measured heartwood ring hes been qrowa im the 
year 1622. That means an earliest felling date can be derived 
WECM eeives ¥ Gare LO347," 

Regarding the age of the wood, more than 200 years old, normally 
a telling @ete as plausible in wie rence fram Begs to 16477 

I look forward to see you with your Ambrosius Bosschaert. Give me 
a telephone call before you will errive. 

Wath Sie PeGennas. 

oO — | 
Noy 





UN YY Ea ae Sev a 

ORDINARIAT 

FUR HOLZBIOLOGIE 

Universitat Hamburg, Ordinariat fur Holzbiologie 

Mae, IL emaearte iL uearelle Fernsprecher: (040) 73962-1 

86 rue de Sévres 05s 2270 

B= S007 Seas Telex-Nr.: 214 732 unihhd 

Datum und Zeidsen Thres Schreibeas Akteazeithen (be: Antwort bitte angebeo) Datum 

December 11, .2969 

Berceft 

Dear Mrs cumdi, 

Lnenk Yousif or your slether wath tne questions, In my report, 1. wrote 

you “thet the last measured heartwood ring nas been grown im tne 
year Lo2g2. That means on earliest felling date can be derived 

With tive. Veer. Lhac., © 

Regerding the age of the wood, more than 200 years old, normally 
a felling tate te plausible in the range from P630 sto [eal 

I look forward to see you with your Ambrosius Bosschaért, Give me 

a telephone call before you will arrive. 

With Shey coer ds), 

Die, iP. 





PHEASANTS ID) NBs Ia. IDE IG UD JOaida, au ke shes 

DR. ALFRED BADER ESTABLISHED 19017 

April 29, 1996 

Professor Mollie Faries 

Department of Art History 
Indiana University 

Fine Arts Bldg. 132 
Bloomington, IN 47405-3501 

Dear Professor Faries: 

Please accept my sincere thanks for all the time you spent studying what is probably a copy atter 
Rembrandt RRP-A9Q, 

Enclosed please find a copy of Professor Klein’s report, as well as Ernst van de Wetering’s 
letter about condition to the Paris dealer who sold me the painting. Professor van de Wetering 
may have judged only from the photograph; it does not really seem in as bad condition to me. 

I will have an X-ray made to send to you. Also, I will ask my very able restorer, Charles 
Munch, to do the minimum necessary to pull the upper right hand quarter together. 

It would indeed be most interesting to get a report from Basel about the underpainting in their 
original, 

If ever you would like to publish your work, please let me know if I can send you some other 
material, such as, for instance, detailed photographs. Also if you would like to have it in 
Bloomington for a longer time, I would of course be happy to loan it to you. 

Again, with many thanks and all good wishes, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 

e a 

V 

B/cw 
Ee By Appointment Only 

A SUPOR EMOT IE, Se ps oh a 

Enclosures Q24 EAST MN EA AVE NIUE 

Ma EIWeAG RENE Wel Si @O Nos ene (Sea iS eee 

TEL f14 277-0730 PAX fig 277-0709 





DR. ALFRED BADER CBE 
2A Holmesdale Road 
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England 
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mailbox:///C\/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application%20... 

Subject: Kopie nach Corpus A9 

From: Schnackenburg.Ks@t-online.de (B. Schnackenburg) 

Date: Tue, 10 Aug 2004 16:52:48 +0200 

To: <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Lieber Alfred, 

Du hattest mich auch um meine Meinung zu Deiner Kopie nach Rembrandts Bild 

"David mit dem Haupt Goliaths vor Saul" in Basel gebeten. Die Hand von Jan 
Lievens kann ich darin nicht sehen. Lievens war kein Schluler Rembrandts, er 

Nae Mite hm Gewebeet rere a hnmaljerenvehe kOptere. Demin Bula Vsiz Tersichuiitel 
eine Studienkopie, um die aufergewohnliche Maltechnik und Pinselarbeit 

Rembrandts zu erforschen. Es stammt wahrscheinlich von einem 

Rembrandt-Schtiler, den man vielleicht spater einmal wird identifizieren 

konnen. Von einer "Brunaille" witirde ich tbrigens nicht sprechen, weil alle 

bunten Farben des Originals zumindest angedeutet sind. Die Kopie ist 

schlicht und einfach unvollendet, sie wurde abgebrochen, als der Kopist das, 

was er studieren wollte, erreicht hatte. Uber das Basler Original habe ich 

in unserem Katalog "Der junge Rembrandt" geschrieben (S. 104,Abb.12, 

S$.113!). Es hat ftir mich einen hédheren Stellenwert als blog den einer 

Olskizze ftir cin groBeres, nicht ausgefilihrtes Gemdalde. Olskizzen fiir Gemalde 

Gi bt lessbew Rembrandt Ubeshalpt nicht HS 1st Mhehiancine: skitz7ze, sondern. cum 

eigenstandiges, signiertes und datiertes Gemalde in der Manier einer Skizze. 

Das kiingt vielleicht Uberspitzt, aber ich halve Rembrandr fur einen sehr 

imtellektuell ausgerichteten Kitinstler, der sich ber den Hinsatz seiner 

klnstlerischen Mittel genau Rechenschaft gab. Der Maler Deines Bildes 

bemitihte sich, Rembrandts Faktur kennenzulernen und zu verstehen und ich 

finde seinen Annaherungsversuch hochinteressant. 

Mit nochmals herzlichen Gruen, 

Bernhard 

lof 1 8/10/2004 10:03 AM 





® ri . 
m: 

Die Sammlung Max Geldner |=“. im Kunstmuseum Basel. 

Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn 

David bringt Saul das Haupt des Goliath, 1627 

Kunstmuseum Basel, Foto: Martin Buhler 
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Ao Lee he Dae. SH Real t Nie oA eR oS 

DR. ALFRED BADER 
ESTABLISHED 1961 

January 18, 1996 

Mr. Lennart Lundh 

86 Rue de Sévres 

75007 Paris 

France 

Dear Mr. Lundh: 

I enjoyed meeting you last week and want to thank you for selling me that interesting little 
panel. 

Please do send me your invoice and give me whatever provenance you have, even if that is only 
the date of the sale and its location where you purchased it. Did the auction house give any 
information of its provenance? 

J am sorry that you couldn’t see your way clear to throw in your good frame and perhaps you 
will consider that with the sale of the next painting. I am always looking for good paintings of 
the Rembrandt School and prefer anonymous works of good quality to great names. For 
instance, I would not have touched that big portrait of a man with a sword attributed to Flinck 
which was sold at Sotheby’s. I don’t think it is Flinck, and it is not in good condition. 
Whoever paid a hammer price of $325,000 just made a mistake. 

With all good wishes, I remain, 

Yours sincerely, 

AB/cw 

By Appointment Only 

ATS, ORV Ode LS ir By O12) 

924 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE 

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN USA 53202 

TEL did 277-0730 FAX 4/4 277-0709 
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